
This agreement is between Southern Son Photography, LLC (hereafter “VIDEOGRAPHER” “the VIDEOGRAPHER” or
“VIDEOGRAPHY COMPANY”) and Danielle Purcell and Joshua Tabor (bride and groom hereafter collectively referred
to as “CLIENT”).

1. Scope of Work

This contract is for services and products related to a videography shoot (hereafter “shoot” or “the shoot”) to take place
at the following time and place.

Date of Wedding: Jul 21, 2018

VIDEOGRAPHER is to arrive for the SHOOT at 4PM at The Waldensian Heritage Winery, 4940 Villar Ln. NE, Valdese,
NC. 28690.

Location of Ceremony? The Waldensian Heritage Winery, 4940 Villar Ln. NE, Valdese, NC. 28690

Location of Reception? The Waldensian Heritage Winery, 4940 Villar Ln. NE, Valdese, NC. 28690

2. Fees

In consideration for the videography services provided by VIDEOGRAPHER, CLIENT agrees to pay according to the
payment schedule listed below. CLIENT understands that the non-refundable retainer specified in the schedule below
reserves the time of VIDEOGRAPHER. VIDEOGRAPHER agrees not to advertise availability of this time to any other
potential client once the non-refundable retainer is received and the contract is returned and signed. If CLIENT cancels
this SHOOT for any reason, the VIDEOGRAPHER is under no obligation to return initial payment to CLIENT. Should a
refund be required, the amount shall be calculated by the sum CLIENT has paid less the retainer, cost of any services
provided and/or goods sold, or venue fees.

Total Cost of Wedding (including sales tax) is $625

Retainer of 50% of the total cost, amounting in $312.50, is due immediately in order to execute this contract and to
reserve the availability of your wedding date.

The balance of the payment for videography/photography services must be paid in full no later than 14 days before the
date of the wedding detailed in Section 1: Scope of Work. If the remaining balance is not paid in full by the wedding
date, the VIDEOGRAPHER reserves the right to withhold all images until the payment is made in full. 

If more than 20% of the original balance is remaining 14 days before the wedding date, the VIDEOGRAPHER shall
make every reasonable effort to contact the CLIENT to resolve payment issues. If the CLIENT fails to respond before 48
hours prior to the wedding date, the VIDEOGRAPHER shall reserve the right to cancel the contract due to non-payment
with at least a 24 hour notice from the time of ceremony.

3. Work Product
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VIDEOGRAPHER agrees to deliver the following products or services unless otherwise agreed upon in writing:

Up 8 to hours of coverage
Online streaming and delivery of all videos
5-7 Minute high video
Documentary Edit of the Ceremony
Documentary Edit of the Reception

VIDEOGRAPHER will deliver videos to CLIENT no more than ninety days (90 days) after the date of the wedding. 

VIDEOGRAPHER agrees to license videos to CLIENT from the SHOOT for CLIENT’S personal use only. If client wishes
to use any image for commercial use, additional licenses must be bought on a per image basis. 

CLIENT understands and agrees that prints and products take longer for delivery. VIDEOGRAPHER must deliver videos
in a reasonable amount of time after the CLIENT has made a final order.

CLIENT understands that all included digital deliverable items are intended for download solely by Bride, Groom, and
their respective parents and immediate family.

If CLIENT decides to purchase any additional products separately after the SHOOT, payment for those products is due
immediately immediately unless otherwise specified in writing.

4. Indemnification

4.1 - VIDEOGRAPHER and CLIENT agree that VIDEOGRAPHER is under no obligation to capture any specific moment
or pose or person(s) during the SHOOT. CLIENT is encouraged to provide a suggested shot list to VIDEOGRAPHER no
less than 24 hours prior to the SHOOT to include shots that CLIENT would like VIDEOGRAPHER to shoot, but
VIDEOGRAPHER has no liability for capturing any of the shots on the list.

4.2 - If VIDEOGRAPHER is unable to perform the services in this contract due to any cause outside its control, such as
fire, flood, casualty, act of God or terrorism, illness, or any other reasonable cause outside the VIDEOGRAPHER's
control or expectation, client agrees to indemnify VIDEOGRAPHER for any loss damage or liability; however,
VIDEOGRAPHER shall make a reasonable attempt to find a suitable replacement that is capable and competent.
Should VIDEOGRAPHER fail to find a replacement, VIDEOGRAPHER will return in full all payments made by CLIENT to
VIDEOGRAPHER in relation to this SHOOT.

4.3 - CLIENT agrees to indemnify and hold harmless VIDEOGRAPHER for any liability, damage, or loss related to
technological failure. Cameras, hard drives, and memory cards are subject to technical failure. VIDEOGRAPHER will
take reasonable steps to prevent data loss, but is not liable for loss of data due to technical failure. 

4.4 - CLIENT understands and agrees that VIDEOGRAPHER is required to retain copies of the files delivered to the
client from the wedding for one hundred eighty (180) days after the files have been delivered. After this period has
expired, VIDEOGRAPHER has no duty to retain copies or originals of files or video clips from the event. It is the
responsibility of CLIENT to download, store, and backup video clips after the 180-day period. This clause is subject to
the limitations in Section 4.3 of this Contract.

4.5 – CLIENT understands and agrees that VIDEOGRAPHER may have cords, light stands, and other gear at the
location. CLIENT will hold VIDEOGRAPHER harmless for any damage, personal injury, or loss caused by tripping over
or otherwise being injured from this equipment. CLIENT further agrees to hold VIDEOGRAPHER harmless for any
personal injury which may occur as the CLIENT poses or works with VIDEOGRAPHER .
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5. Duty of Client

CLIENT will obtain all permissions necessary for VIDEOGRAPHER to film at the SHOOT. VIDEOGRAPHER has no duty
to obtain permission of reception centers, churches, buildings, properties, or other locations to operate thereon. CLIENT
understands and agrees that any failure to obtain these permissions resulting in fines to VIDEOGRAPHER, or which
prevent VIDEOGRAPHER from videoing the event(s) is not the fault, liability, or responsibility of
VIDEOGRAPHER. Furthermore, CLIENT understands that the VIDEOGRAPHER shall not be held liable for any shots
missed due to restrictions of venues including, but not limited to, no tripods in venue, no photography/videography
inside the venue during the ceremony, et cetera.

CLIENT agrees that if a meal is being provided to the guest at the reception, that the same meal shall be provided to the
VIDEOGRAPHER and any assistants, as well as a reasonable amount of time to eat.

6. Exclusive Videographer

CLIENT agrees and understands that no other party other than VIDEOGRAPHER may take pictures of any poses,
lighting situations, or setups made by the VIDEOGRAPHER. This slows down the VIDEOGRAPHER’s work and violates
the VIDEOGRAPHER’s right to take video of the event. CLIENT agrees to take responsibility for insisting that no
person(s) in the wedding party get in the way of the VIDEOGRAPHER or take pictures in these situations. CLIENT
understands that failure to do so may have negative impacts to the final deliverables.

7. Model Release

In exchange for valid consideration, CLIENT grants permission to VIDEOGRAPHER and its assigns, licensees, and
sublicensees, permission to use CLIENT’S image or likeness in any and all forms of media for commercial purposes,
advertising, trade, personal use, or any and all other uses. Therefore, VIDEOGRAPHER may use CLIENT’S likeness
and image on VIDEOGRAPHER's website or other advertising. VIDEOGRAPHER may sell videos containing CLIENT’S
likeness to third parties. 

8. Arbitration

Any dispute arising under or in any way related to this agreement shall be submitted to binding arbitration by the
American Arbitration Association in accordance with the Association’s commercial rules then in effect. The arbitration
shall be conducted in the state of South Carolina. The arbitration shall be binding on the parties.

9. Associated Videography/Photography Sessions

Any other videography/photography sessions (i.e. Bridal or Engagement sessions) associated with this wedding
package should be scheduled during the weekend (Saturday or Sunday) or after 6PM on a weekday (Monday through
Friday) in the Greenville/Spartanburg area. Any session scheduled during the week before 6PM may be subject to a
$150 fee, which shall be due upon scheduling the session.

Any session scheduled at a location greater than 25 miles from our studio may be subject to a travel fee equal to the
current IRS mileage rate for each additional mile outside the 25 miles radius.

Any videography/photography permit fees required by the session venue shall be passed through to the CLIENT on the
final invoice. If CLIENT desires to change session location or time, or wishes to cancel the session, CLIENT must notify
the VIDEOGRAPHER at least 3 full business days prior to the session. VIDEOGRAPHER shall not be held liable for any
fees paid to the venue that were lost due to the rescheduling or cancellation by the CLIENT, nor any additional fees
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incurred by the rescheduling or cancellation of the session, including, but not limited to, any fees imposed by the venue
to schedule another session. In the instance that the cancellation or rescheduling of a session results in any additional
fees, those fees shall be passed to the CLIENT on the final invoice.

10. Overtime

If at any point, the CLIENT asks for more hours of coverage by VIDEOGRAPHER on the wedding day than is specified in
this contract, the rate shall be $200/hour billed in thirty (30) minute increments. If the request for more coverage is made
after the initial invoice has been paid in full, the VIDEOGRAPHER shall bill to the CLIENT an additional invoice for the
overtime. This invoice shall be due immediately upon receipt. Any additional footage captured during this additional
time period shall be withheld until the overtime invoice is paid in full.

11. Artistic Style

The CLIENT agrees and understands that they are familiar with the portfolio of the VIDEOGRAPHER and are requesting
services with knowledge of the VIDEOGRAPHER's style. CLIENT also acknowledges that the VIDEOGRAPHER's artistic
style is constantly evolving and that the VIDEOGRAPHER's services are of unique and artistic nature. Ergo, the work
produced by the VIDEOGRAPHER shall use it's personal artistic judgment to create a work consistent with it's personal
vision of the event, which may be different from the Client's and/or the Subject's vision of the event.

12. Drone Footage

CLIENT understands that VIDEOGRAPHER is bound to the FAA sUAS Part 107 which sets forth strict guidelines to the
commercial operations of a drone, including requiring approval from the FAA to operate in restricted airspaces
throughout the nation. CLIENT understands that, depending on the location of the SHOOT, VIDEOGRAPHER may not
be able to legally provide drone services without prior authorization from the FAA. Additionally, CLIENT understands
that certain situations can be unsafe for drone operations such as high winds, inclement weather, congested areas, over
crowds of people, et cetera. CLIENT also understands that as the "Remote Pilot-in-charge", the VIDEOGRAPHER is the
sole decision maker in regards to whether or not to operate the drone.

13. Entire Agreement

This Agreement constitutes a single integrated Contract expressing the entire agreement of CLIENT and
VIDEOGRAPHER with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous oral and
written agreements and discussions with respect to the subject matter hereof, and, except as specifically set forth herein,
there are no other agreements, representations, promises or inducements, written or oral, express or implied, between
the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof.

14. Amendment and Waiver

This Agreement and each provision hereof may be amended, modified, supplemented or waived only by a written
document specifically identifying this Agreement and duly executed by each party hereto or the authorized
representative of such party.
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 Studio:

Southern Son

Photography

Apr 5, 2018

Client:

Danielle Purcell

Apr 5, 2018 Date Printed

Apr 5, 2018

Client Signature Information

Contract ID: 7398a0ffa43332e69c09eaf330210ff2

Signature ID: 8eb5cfe70294dacddc4a1f307e50bcb5

UTC Timestamp: Thu, 05 Apr 2018 12:36:30 +0000

IP Address: 45.36.100.206

User Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; VS995 Build/NRD90M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.109

Mobile Safari/537.36
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